Dear Parents and Students

We hope you enjoy a wonderful and relaxing holiday break. We are looking forward to beginning a new school year, meeting our students and getting to know them all and sharing many exciting learning experiences together.

The purpose of this letter is to outline the Exercise Books and their uses, so that they can be covered and labelled, ready for the first day of Term One 2016. Please use plastic sleeves, heavy duty plastic or contact covering. Each book must be clearly labelled with your child’s name and the subject title, preferably in the top right-hand corner.

**Books and Labels**

**Ruled Exercise Books A4 48 pages (Year 1 x 6 - 18mm/Year 2 x 5 - 11mm)**
- Homework x 2
- Test/"Just To Say" - please cut this book in half across the middle to make two smaller books.
- Spelling (Year 1 x 2 /Year 2 x 1)
- Writing

**5 x Scrapbooks**
- Reading
- Maths x 2
- Investigations
- Christian Studies on the front/Integrated Studies on the back

**1 x Dotted Thirds Exercise Books A4 48 pages**
- Handwriting

- **Year 2 Soundwaves textbook** must be clearly named but covering it is optional.
- The **ring folder and plastic wallet** must be clearly named but do not need to be covered. Please put the plastic sleeves into the ring folder.
- Please name all other **stationery items** clearly. **We ask that you place 5 glue sticks and 8 lead pencils into a named Snap Lock bag that we will keep at school for future use.**
- Your child will also need **textas and a pencil case** (please ensure it is a suitable size for their requirements).

- **Blue Communication Bag.**

Thank you for your help in preparing for the new school year. We look forward to seeing you in Week 1. Have a wonderful Christmas and a very happy New Year.

Regards

Hannah Lord, Annabel Biagi, Cate Madden and Megan Hampel